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Input Variable Assignment and Output
Phase Optimization of PLA's

TSUTOMU SASAO, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract- A PLA minimization system having the following
features is presented:

1) minimization of both two-level PLA's and PLA's with two-bit
decoders;

2) optimal input variable assignment to the decoders;
3) optimal output phase assignment; and
4) essential prime implicants detection without generating all

the prime implicants.
By using this system, 16 control circuits for microprocessors

and 12 arithmetic functions were minimized under five conditions.
PLA's with two-bit decoders were 12 percent smaller than two-
level PLA's when the input variables were trivially assigned, and
25 percent smaller when optimally assigned. For the control cir-
cuits, more than half of the prime implicants in the solutions were
essential. For the arithmetic functions, the output phase optimized
PLA's were 10 percent smaller than output phase trivial ones. The
number of terms required to realize n-bit adders is 6 * 2' -

4n - 4 for two-level PLA's and n2 + 1 for PLA's with two-bit
decoders.

Index Terms -Adder, complexity of logic circuits, decoder
assignment, essential prime implicants, logic design, output phase
optimization, programmable logic array, switching theory.

I. INTRODUCTION
A s LSI systems become complex, time and cost for the
l logic design increases sharply. In order to shorten the

design time and to minimize design errors, automatic design
has become vitally important. Programmable logic arrays
(PLA's) are suitable for the automatic design because of their
regular structure [I]-[3].

Several useful tools for the PLA design have been reported.
1) Minimization of logic expressions [4]-[8].
2) High-level language to PLA transformation [9]-[12].
3) Folding [13].
In this paper, we will consider the minimization of two

types of PLA's: two-level PLA's (Fig. 2) and PLA's with
two-bit decoders (Fig. 6). It is known that the PLA's
with two-bit decoders generally requires smaller arrays than
the two-level PLA's. Table I shows the number of columns of
PLA's for various functions [14].

This paper describes a minimization system for PLA's
which has the following features. 1) It treats both two-level
PLA's and PLA's with two-bit decoders. 2) It finds a near-
optimal assignment of the input variables to the decoders.
3) It finds a near-optimal output phase assignment. 4) The
minimization program for logical expressions finds all
the essential prime implicants without generating all the
prime implicants.
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF PLA's (n = 2r)

Two -level PLA PLA with

Two-bit Decoders
Arbitrary function

(Worst Case) 2"- 2n-2

Symmetric function

(Worst Case) 2- 3n-
Parity function

________ ~~~pl-V 2n-

Random function of

10-variables 163 120

(Average) _

Section II describes a design method for minimal two-
level PLA's and PLA's with two-bit decoders using charac-
teristic functions. The two-bit adder (Table IV) is realized by
a two-level PLA (Fig. 2) and a PLA with two-bit decoders
(Fig. 6).

Section III describes an assign method for input variables
to the decoders. The two-bit adder is further reduced by
making an optimal bit pairing (Fig. 8).'

Section IV describes a method for output phase assign-
ment. The two-bit adder can be further optimized by
complementing the most significant output (Fig. 9).

Section V describes the experimental results (Tables VI
and VII).
Appendix A explains detail of the output phase assignment

algorithm.
Appendix B describes the fast essential prime impli-

cant detection method without generating all the prime
implicants.
Appendix C derives the number of terms of PLA's for n-bit

adders (Table VIII).

II. PLA AND CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS

In this section, we describe a design method for two-level
PLA's and PLA's with two-bit decoders using characteristic
functions.

A. Positional Cube Notation

A positional cube notation [4], [15], [16] is quite con-
venient for manipulating logical expressions.
Example 1: Consider a three-variable (xI, X2, X3)

universe. The relation of implicants, their positional
cube notations, and their meaning are shown in
Table II. (End of Example)

In the positional cube notation, each variable is denoted by
a binary pair: xi is denoted by 01, Xi is denoted by 10, and
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TABLE II
POSMIONAL CUBE NOTATION

Implicant Positional Cube Notation Meaning

xi X2 x3 minterms with

xl .xz 10-01-11 xi =0, x2 = 1, x3=O or I

x2.x3 11 -01 - 01 minterms with

x=0 or 1,x2=1,x3= 1

FCIx3 10- 11 - 01 minterms with

xI =0, x2 =0 or 1, x3I=

U = (universe) 11 -11- 11 minterms with

(constant 1) x =0 or 1, x2=O or 1, X3-O or 1

= (nUll) l0-10-00 no minterms

(constant 0)

DON'T CARE (missing variable) is denoted by 11. This represen-
tation has the meaning that 10 is the first of the two values (0)
of the variable, 01 is the second value (1), and 11 is the
first or the second or both values. The code 00 represents no
value of the variable, and any cube containing a 00 for any
variable position denotes a null cube.
With this notation, multiple-valued input binary functions,

which will be explained in Section II-F, can be represented in
a straightforward manner.
A list of cubes represents the union of the vertices covered

by each cube and is called a cover. The covers exclusively
covering l's, O's, and unspecified points are called, re-
spectively, the ON cover, the OFF cover, and the DC cover.

B. Characteristic Functionsfor Multioutput Functions

For an n-input m-output function, consider an (n + 1)
input two-valued output function where the output part is
treated as an additional input variable. The variable which
represents the output part takes m values.
Example 2: A 2-input 2-output function shown in

Table 111(a) can be represented as Table 111(b). A denotes
that "if x = Oand x2 = 0, thenfo = I andfi = 0," whereas
B denotes that "the combination xi = 0, X2 = O,fo = 1, and
fi = 0 is permitted." The combination xl = 0, x2 = 0, and
fi = 1 is not contained in Table 111(b), so it is not permitted.
Let F be the function which is represented by Table 111(b),
then F will show all the permitted combination of inputs
and- outputs. F is called characteristic function because it
contains all and only the permitted combinations of inputs
and outputs.

C. Design ofTwo-Level PLA's

By using characteristic functions, we can design PLA's for
multiple-output functions.
Example 3: Consider the function of Table III. The cover

for the characteristic function F can be simplified by using
a minimization program (which will be described in
Section I1-F) as follows:

xI X2 foft

10 10-10
10-01-01
01-10-10
01-01- 10
input output

Original Cover

X1 X2 fofi

11-10-10
,10-01-01
Oi1-1-10
input output

Minimized Cover

Fig. 1 is a two-level PLA realization. Each cube in the
minimized cover corresponds to each term of the PLA. Note
that O's in the input parts of the cover denote the AND
connection, whereas l's in the output part denote OR
connections. (End of Example)
Example 4: Consider the two-bit adder (ADR2)

X1 X2

+) X3 X4

fO fl f2

The truth table for ADR2 is shown in Table IV. The charac-
teristic function is represented by

X1 X2 X3 X4 fo ft f2

It

10-10-10-01-0
10-10-01-10-0
10-10-01-01-0
10-01-10-10-0
10-01-10-01-0
10-01-01-10-0
10-01-01-01-1
01-10-10-10-0
01-10-10-01-0
01-10-01-10-1
01-10-01-01-1
01-01-10-10-0
01-01-10-01-1
01-01-01-10-1
01-01-01-01-1

0 1
1 0
1 1
0 1
1 0
1 1
0 0
1 0
1 1
0 0
0 1
i 1
0 0
0 1
1 0.

can be minimized to

01-11-01-11-1 0 0
11-01-01-01-1 0 0
01-01-11-01-1 0 0
11-10-11-01-0 0 1
11-01-11-10-0 0 1
10-01-10-01-0 1 0
01-01-01-01-1 1 0
10-01-01-10-0 1 0
01-10-10-01-0 1 0
01-11-10-10-0 1 0
10-10-01-11-0 1 0

Fig. 2 shows the two-level PLA for ADR2.
(End of Example)
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TABLE III
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION

xi X2 fofI xi X2 (f1)
0 0 1 0 A 10-10 - 10 _-B
0 1 0 1 10 - 01 - 01
1 0 1 0 01 - 10 - 10
1 1 1 0 01 - 01 - 10

(a) Truth Table (b) Positional Cube Notation

F-Ii'4I7J I+ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
x.) I

AND array

L
I

,

r- I I I-
fO OR arr

L_el PL+ f l

Fig. 1. Two-level PLA for Table III(a).

tI f _.t

23-

TABLE IV
Two-BrT ADDER (ADR2)

xl x2 X3 X4 Jf0 f1 f2

0 o 000 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 i 1
0 1 00 00 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0o 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 00 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 00 0 .1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 11 11 0

TABLE V
NUMBER OF CUBES WHICH IS SUFFICIENT TO REALIZE FOR EACH OUTPUT PHASE

ASSIGNMENT
Assignmemt i Output I Number of T List of
vector Assionment cubes cubes
0 0 0 f f f
O°10 _° 1 2 5P`2 P4 P6 P7p80 0 1 fo fl _2 4 P2P4p5?p6p7

010 0 :'O fl :+2 4 P2.p3,p6#p8
0 1 0 f0 f011 ~ o 1 29ip5p
1 0 0 fo:F :F p10p49p70pB
1 0 1 fo fl f2 4 p1,p4,p5,p7
1 1 0 fo fl F2 5 p1'p2'p3'p49p8
1 1 1 fo fl f2 _ Pp2vp30p40p5

x x1Vx2
= 1V x2

x2x
Fig. 3. Two-bit x2

Fig. 3. Two-bit decoder.
roy

Fig. 2. Two-level PLA for ADR2.

D. PLA's with Two-BitDecoders
As shown in Table I, PLA's with two-bit decoders gener-

ally require smaller arrays than two-level PLA's. The two-bit
decoder shown in Fig. 3 generates all the maxterms of the
two variables, i.e., (xI V x2, xI V x2, xI V x2, and xl V x2).
Note that the decoder here generates maxterms instead of
minterms. An arbitrary two-variable function can be
represented by a product of maxterms (a canonical product-
of-sums expression)

f(xI,x2) = (Co V X1 V X2) * (C1 V X1 V X2)

(C2 V XI V X2) * (C3 V XI V X2)

where ci (i 0, 1, 2, 3) is a constant 0 or 1.
An arbitrary two-variable function can be uniquely

specified by a vector (cO, C1, C2, C3).
Example 5: When (cO, C1, C2, C3) = (1, 0, 0, 1).

f(xl,x2) = (X1 V X2) * (XI V X2) = X1X2 V X1X2

(End of Example)
By making the AND of the maxterms for Ci = 0, we can realize
a logic function represented by (co, c1, C2, C3).
Example 6: Fig. 4 realizes f(x1, x2) = x1x2 V x,x2.

(End of Example)
Example 7: Fig. 5 realizes a function

f fl(xI,X2) f2(x3, X4) f3(X5, X6)

where

fl (xI, x2) = X1X2 V XIX2,

f2(X3, X4) = X3X4 V X3X4,

f3(X5, X6) =X5X6 V X5X6 -

In other words,

f = (XxX2 V X1X2)* (X3X4 V X3X4)* (X5X6 V X5X6).

This is a coincidence function for three bits. If we realize this
function by a two-level PLA, we need 8 columns.

(End of Example)
E. Positional Cubesfor PLA's with Two-Bit Decoders

Consider the function f in Example 7. Let the input vari-
ables be partitioned into XI = (XI, X2), X2 = (X3, x4), and
X3 = (X5, x6). Then, Xi (i = 0, 1, 2) takes four values 00, 01,
10, and 11. Now, f can be represented by a positional cube

XI
00 01 10 1 1
1 0 0 1 -'1 0

X2 X3
00 01 10 11 00 01 10 11

0 1 -1 0 0 1

This shows thatf = 1 if (X1 = 00 or 1 1) and (X2 = 00 or 11)

--2

3 , " "W
% " % .1 %

.1 %.- NO N., I N 11

I
, ,

- ---) ---7 1

L --- --- T --
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e denotes AND

Fig. 4. Example 6.

Fig. 5. Coincidence function for three bits.

and (X3 = 00 or 11). This positional cube representation is
a generalization of that for an ordinary two-valued logic
function.
Lemma 2.1: Suppose that n = 2r, where r is a positive

integer. Let the input variables be partitioned into X1
(XI,X2),X2 = (X3,X4), ,Xr =(Xn-l,Xn)

1) Each column of a PLA with two-bit decoders realizes a
function which has a form

fl(X1,X2) .f2(x3,X4) .fr(Xn-1I,Xn)

where (X2i , x22) is an arbitrary function of two variables.
2) A function realized by each column can be represented

by a cube
111I1 2 22 2 r_rr-

c0c 1 C2 c3 - Co1c23 1 23

Proof: Let I = 2i.
1) Each decoder for Xi = (xi-,, xi) generates all the max-

terms of the two variables, i.e.,

(XI,_ V xI), (XI,_ V xI), (XI,_ V xi), and (x,_, V xi) .

Each column of the PLA realizes a function P
r

A (ci V xi,l V xi) * (ci x,xi- v -1(c2 Vi XI-I V XI)
i=l

where

if there is an AND connection

if there is no connection.

An arbitrary function f (x,_ ,xi) can be represented by a

canonical product-of-sums expression

(co V XI-, V XI) * (c1 V x-i V Xi), (C2 V X-I V XI)
(C3 V Xl-i V Xi)

where cJ = 0 or 1.
Hence, P = ANJ=f(xi-,,xi), and we have proved part 1).
2) Because for each partf (x1l, x,) can be uniquely repre-

sented by

(co, ci, ci, cs), we have proved part 2). (Q.E.D.)
Example 8: Let us design ADR2 of Example 4 by using

PLA's with two-bit decoders. Suppose that the input vari-
ables are partitioned as X1 = (xI, x2), and X2 = (X3, x4). The
characteristic function is represented by

XI X2 foflf2
1000-0100-0 0 11
1000-0010-0 1 0
1000-0001-0 1 1
0100-1000 0 0 1
0100-0100-0 1 0
0100-0010-0 1 1
0100-0001-1 0 0
0010-1000-0 1 0
0010-0100-0 1 1
0010-0010-1 0 0
0010-0001-1 0 1
0001-1000-0 1 1

0001-0100-1 0 0
0001-0010-1 0 1
0001-000l-1 I1 0

This can be minimized to

0111-0001-1 0 0
0011-0011-1 0 0
0001-0111-.1 0 0
1010-0101-0 0 1
0101-1010-0 0 1
1100-0010-0 1 0
0110-0100-0 1 0
1001-0001-0 1 0
0011-1000-0 1 0

Fig. 6 shows the PLA with two-bit decoders for ADR2. Note
that O's in the input parts denote the AND connections while
l's in the output part denote OR connection.

(End of Example)
Theorem 2.1: Suppose that the assignment of the input

variables to the decoders is fixed. The necessary and suf-
ficient number of columns of the PLA for the function
(fo,fi, ,frni) is equal to the number of products in a

minimum sum-of-products expression for the characteristic
function F.

Proof: Let 51; be a minimum sum-of-product expres-
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., I_I_I I, _ fo
Z> <~-4---- fo

Fig. 6. PLA for ADR2 (input variable assignment nonoptimized).

sion for F, and t1 = t( 5i) be the number of products in 9;1.
We can realize a PLA for the functions with t, columns in the
way shown in Section II-D. Suppose that a minimum PLA
which realizes the function (fo,fi, * * ,f,-i) has s columns.
Then, we can make a sum-of-products expression 52 with s
products which represents the characteristic function F.
Because 5;1 is a minimum sum-of-products expression for F,
we have t, .- s. On the other hand, because the minimum
PLA has s columns, s -' ti. Hence, t, = s. (Q.E.D.)

F. Minimization ofCharacteristic Functions

From Theorem 2.1, we have the following. When the
assignment of the input variables to the decoders is fixed, in
order to minimize the size of the PLA, it is sufficient to obtain
a minimum sum-of-products expression of the characteristic
function.

Mathematically, the characteristic functions are defined as
follows.

1) Characteristic function f of a single output function
is a mapping f:P x P2 X *.*.X Pr B where Pi =

{O, 1, * ,Pi-1} and i = 1, 2, * ,r- pi = 2 (i =

1, 2, , r) if PLA's with one-bit decoders (i.e., two-level
PLA's) are used, and pi = 4 (i = 1, 2, * * *, r) if PLA's with
two-bit decoders are used. In general, we can design PLA's
where various sizes of decoders are used. In such case, if part
Xi has an ni-input decoder, then pi = 2".

2) Characteristic function F of m-output function

fj:PI x P2 X * X Pr--B

where

j-,0, 1, ,m - 1 ,

is a mapping

F:Pl xP2 X. XPrxM-B

where

Man0,1, dm

and

F (XI, X2 ...*'Xr,j) = fj(XIXX2, . Jr) -

A class of functions which can be represented by
n

F: X Pi -- B
i=w

where

Pi = {O, 1,... ,Pi- 1}

is called a multiple-valued input binary function.
Theorem 2.2: An arbitrary multiple-valued input binary

function can be represented by a sum-of-products expression

~~~ V~~~~ XS] .XS2...XS9;(XI, X2, XJ v 1nV X 22 * n*Xl

(SI,S2, ','SO) where Si C Pi.
The authors have developed a program which obtains

minimum sum-of-products expressions for multiple-valued
input binary functions [18]. The algorithm is similar to
Quine-McCluskey's method for two-valued input logic
functions. The only difference is that the input variables take
multiple values. We used Tison's algorithm [16] to generate
all the prime implicants. Unfortunately, in the case of
multiple-valued input binary functions (which correspond to
PLA's with decoders), the number of prime implicants is
much larger than that of the corresponding two-valued input
logic function (which corresponds to two-level PLA's).
Therefore, minimization of expressions for PLA's with
two-bit decoders is more time consuming than that of
expression for two-level PLA's. We have confirmed that our
minimization program obtains minimum solutions in a rea-
sonable computation time by using a mainframe computer,
up to 10-variable problems in the case of two-valued input
binary functions (for two-level PLA's), and up to 5-variable
problems in the case of four-valued input binary functions
(for PLA's with two-bit decoders).

Because the computation time and memory storage for the
minimization program increase exponentially with the num-
ber of inputs, it is impractical to try to find absolute minimum
solutions for larger problems.
MINI [4] is a heuristic program which obtains near-

minimum sum-of-products expressions for multiple-valued
input binary functions. Because the computation time for
MINI is in most cases, roughly speaking, proportional to the
square of the number of the cubes in the final solution, MINI
can minimize practical PLA's with many inputs. Most PLA's
shown in Tables VI and VII were minimized within a few
minutes by using APL MINI II on IBM 3081K with 2 mega-
bytes of workspace. (MINI II is an improved version of MINI
developed by the author; see Section V-C.) The authors have
also developed a Fortran version of MINI II, which is about
5 times faster than the APL version.

III. ASSIGNMENT OF THE INPUT VARIABLES TO THE DECODERS

The size of PLA's with two-bit decoders can be reduced by
optimizing the assignment of the input variables [ 14]. For the
assignment problem, 16 different heuristic algorithms have
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TABLE VI
NUMBER OF COLUMNS FOR ARITHMETIC PLA's

Two-level PLA PLA with two-bit decoders
Circuit Name rivial Assignment Assignment near optimal

Output Phase Output Phase Output Phase Output Phase Output Phase
In-Out-Products original near optimal original original near optimal

f=x.y 6-6-P3 31 (3) 31 (4) 27 (1) 22 (4) 19 (2)

8-8-255 127 (12) 112 (9) 108 (3) 89 (3) 80 (3)

f=x+y 6-4-63 31 (16) 25 (10) 23 (10) 10 (8) 8 (5)

8-5-255 75 (35) 61 (24) 64 (20) 17 (12) 14 (8)

f 6-4-63 36 (18) 29 (7) 33 19 19 (6)

8-5-255 121 (23) 106 (22) 102 (13) 74 (13) 68 (4)

f=X2 6-12-63 49 (3) 43 (2) 44 (3) 41 (3) 36 (2)

8-16-255 185 (7) 180 (4) 163 (3) 156 (3) 147 (0)

f=1ix 6-4-63 23 (10) 21 (6) 18 (5) 17 (5) 14 (7)

8-5-255 57 (9) 52 (13) 42 (8) 38 (7) 33 (9)'
f=[(2 -1)x 6-6-63 40 (15) 35 (15) 33 (6) 34 (6) 32 (4)

lOg 2(x + 1)/n] n = 8
8-8-255 129 (11) 118 (11) 115 (5) 109 (4) 99 (4)

Numbers in the parenthesis denote that of essential prime implicants.

TABLE VII
NUMBER OF COLUMNS FOR CONTROL PLA's

Two-level PLA PLA with Two-bit Decoders
_ Triv;Ial Assianinent Assi;nment near oDtimal

Circuit Name Output Phase Output Phase Output Phase Output Phase Output Phase
original near optimal original original. near optimal

In-Out-Products
DI
4-7-15 9 (3) 9 (3) '9(0) 9 (0) 9 (0)
D2
8-7-58 39 (18) 35 (16) 37 (12) 33 (10) 29 (7)
RI
8-31-74 28 (22) 23 (12) 28 (22) 27 (20) 23 (12)
10
15-11-138 107 (57) 103 (36) 92 (41) 92 (41)
II
16-17-110 104 (54) 104 (54) 97 (31) 85 (30) 85 (30)
12
19-10-137 135 (85) 116 (33) 124 (68) 85 (30) 85 (30)
13
35-29-75 74 (44) 74 (44) 71 (38) 62 (38)

32-20-234 212 (118) 194 (94) 152 (70)
I5
24-142.162 62 (53) 62 (53) 59 (45) 52 (42)
16
33-23-54 54 (40) 54 (40) 52 (41) 51 (7)
17
27-10-84 54 (31) 43 (31) 52 (30) 44 (7) 37 (10)
Tl
47-72-241 215 (46) 197 (48) 195 (0)
Si
7-3-29 29 (2) 27 (5) 21 (0) 21 (0) 20 (2)
Al
12-8-20 20 (20) 16 (16) 20 (20) 20 (20) 16 (16)
A2
10-8-91 68 (36) 37 (9) 48 (13) 38 (8) 26 (0)
xi
27-6-110 110 (100) 88 (80) 80 (48) 80 (48)

Numbers in the parenthesis denote that of essential prime implicants.

been developed. Even -the simplest one produced about
10 percent smaller PLA's than trivially assigned ones [17].

This section describes a simple algorithm which finds
a near-optimal assignment of the input variables to the
decoders. For simplicity, it is assumed that n = 2r,- where r

is a positive integer.
Definition 3.1: Let I = {1, 2, * n} be the set of indexes

of variables in {X}. The partition ofI which corresponds to the
partition of {X} is denoted by H. The number of terms in a

minimum sum-of-products expression for f(X) under the
partition H is denoted by t(f:H).

Definition 3.2: Let an expression which represents
f(xl, x2,* x.) be 9J. The number of distinct terms which are
obtained by deleting literals of xi and xj from i; is denoted by
q(i,j).
Example 9: Let

X;=1X2X3X4 V XIX2X3X4 V XIX2X3X4 V x1X2x3X4 V X1X2X3X4
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The terms which are obtained by deleting the literals of x3 and
x4 are

x1x2, x1x2, x1x2, xiX2, and x1x2.

The number of distinct terms is 4. So, we have q (3, 4) = 4.
Similarly, we have q (1, 3) = q (2, 4) = 3, q (1, 2) =
q (1, 4) = q (2, 3) = 4. (End of Example)

t (f: Htj) denotes the number of terms in a minimum sum-
of-products expression when xi and xj are paired to form a
four-valued variable.
Lemma 3.1: Let [lij = {[1], [2], *.* ,[j,j], ,[n].

t(f:IlH) < q(i,j).
Proof: Let 91 be an expression forf. Without loss of

generality, we can assume that i = 1 and j = 2. Suppose
that 91 is represented by a sum-of-products expression

i; = VXf * X22' .* Xn
(S)

where

S = (S1, S2, SO
and

Si E {*, 1, } .

4 represents a literal of xi, where

xqi = ~xI

,Vi

if Si = *
if Si = 1
if S = 0.

By combining the products which have the factor X33*
4 *.*. xs-, we have

l= Vc%(XI, X2, S*) * X3' * XS4 . . . XSn
(S*)

where

S* = (S3, S4,, SJ,

and 'S(x1, x2, S*) is an expression which contains no other
variables than xl and x2.

Let t(9;1) be the number of products in 9;1. Note that t(911)
is equal to the number of distinct factors which have form
X5 * xs4 ... xs4 in 9;1. By Definition 3.2, we have t(911)
q(i,j). Suppose that xl and x2 are paired to form a variable
X== (xl, x2), and that XQ1 is replaced by '§(x1, x2, S*) where
TQC {00, 01, 10, 1 1}, then 9;1 becomes a sum-of-products
expression for f under the partition Ilij. Because t(f:Hij)
denotes the number of products in a minimum sum-of-
products expression, we have t(f:Hlij) ' t(911).

Hence, t(f: rlij) <_ q (i, j) . (Q.E.D.)

The smaller t(f: flij), the simpler the expression for f
becomes when xi and xj are paired to form a four-valued
variable. Because it takes much computation time to obtain
t(f Iij) we use an upper bound q(i,j) instead.

Definition 3.3: An assignment graph for an n-variable
function f(xI, x2, * * *, Xn) is a complete graph satisfying the
following conditions:

1) G has n nodes (n = 2r);
2) the weight of the edge (i,j) is q(i,j).

Algorithm 3.1 (near-optimal assignment of the input vari-
able to the decoders):

1) Obtain a near-minimal sum-of-products expression
for f.

2) Obtain the assignment graph forf.
3) Cover every node by disjoint edges so as to minimize

the sum of the weights of the edges.
4) Obtain the partition of the variables corresponding to the

edges.
Because Algorithm 3.1 is a heuristic one, it has no guarantee

for optimality.
Example 10: Consider the function in Example 4.
1) The given expression is minimum.
2) Fig. 7 shows the assignment graph for the function of

Example 4.
3) Edges (1, 3) and (2, 4) cover all the nodes of G. The

sum of the weight is 7 + 8 = 15 and is the minimum.
4) The partition of {X} is X = (X1,X2), where X1 =

(XI, X3) andX2 = (X2, X4)
5) Fig. 8 shows the PLA with the input assignment

optimized. (End of Example)
In Algorithm 3.1, the most time is spent for obtaining a

near-minimal sum-of-products expressions; the other time is
relatively short.

IV. OUTPUT PHASE OPTIMIZATION
When realizing a multiple-output function (fo, fi,.*, fm- 1)

by PLA's, we often have the option to realize eitherf orf, for
each output. The freedom comes from the acceptability of
either form as input to the next level. Since there are 2"
different output phase assignments for m-output functions,
a nonexhaustive heuristic method is desired [4]. In this
section, an efficient heuristic method for the problem is
described [22].
A. Double-Phase Characteristic Function

First, we will introduce a double-phase characteristic
function which represents a PLA with 2m outputs
fo,fl *. f2m-1 foef1vO*,* * andfm_i.

Definition 4.1: Consider a set of m binary functions
n

f>: X Pi -* B
i=l

where

(j=0,1, ,m-1)

and

Pi ={0, 1, ,pi- 1}.

Pi = 2 if a two-level PLA is used and pi = 4 if a PLA with
two-bit decoders is used. A double-phase characteristic
function is defined as

n

FD:X Pi x-MD-- B
i=l

where

MD= {0, 1, * * *,2m - 1}
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Fig. 7. Assignment graph.

Fig. 8. PLA for ADR2 (optimal assignment of input variables).

and

FD (XI, X2 , ,.Jn, j)
ff1(XI,X2, .. ,Xn) (j=0,1 ,m -1)
fibm(XI,X2, Xn) (j = m,m + 1, ,2m - 1).

Lemma 4.1: FD can be represented by the following
expression:

V
(S1,S2, '* *, S,,R)

XSI * XS2 ... XSn . yR

where Si C Pi, and R C MD
Example I11: Let us optimize the output phase of the

two-bit adder ADR2 in Example 10. Let the partition of
the input variables X = (X1, X2, X3,x4) be XA = (xl, x3) and
X2 = (x2, x4). An array for the double-phase characteristic
function is

0001 1111-1
0111-0001-1
0110- 1110-0
1001-0001-0
1111-0110-0
1111-1001-0
1000-1111-0
0110 1110-0
0110-0001-0
1001- 1110-0

0 0 0 0 O0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 O 0 1
O 0 1 0 0
O 0 1 0 0
0 O 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0I

.D can be minimized to

0001-1111-1
0110-1110-0
1001 -0001-0
0110-0001-1
1111-0110-0
1000 1111-0
1001- 1110-0
1111-1001 0

0 0 0 0 0-
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 O 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0
O 0 1 0 0
0 O 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

Cl

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

Note that 9;3 represents a minimal PLA which realizes
fog fi, f2, fo, fi, f2 simultaneously. (End of Example)

B. Idea of the Output Phase Optimization

The idea of the near-optimal output phase assignment algo-
rithm will be illustrated by using the example.

Consider 5'D of Example 11.
1) In order to realize fo only, two cubes are sufficient.
Proof: cl shows that if XI = 11 and (X2 = 00, 01, 10,

or 11), thenfo = 1. C4 shows that if (Xl = 01 or 10) and
X2 = 1 , then fo = 1. No other input combination makes
fo= 1. (Q.E.D.)

In a similar way, we can see the number of cubes to realize
other functions. The following table shows the number of
cubes which is sufficient to realize each function:

Function fo f_ f2 to IJ 72
Number of cubes 2 2 1 2 2 1

2) In order to realize both fo and 7i simultaneously, three
cubes are sufficient.

Proof: cl shows that if XA = 11 and (X2 = 00, 01, 10,
or 11), thenf0 = 1. C4 shows that if (XI = 01 or 10) and
X2 = 1 1, thenfO = fi = 1. C7 shows that if (X1 = 00 or 11)
and (X2 = 00, 01, or 10), thenfi = 1. No other input combi-
nation makesfo orf, one. (Q.E.D.)

In a similar manner, we can know the number of cubes
which is sufficient to realize two functions simultaneously.

3) In order to realize fo, fi, and 12 simultaneously, four
cubes are sufficient.

Proof: c, shows that if X1 = 11 and (X2 = 00, 01, 10,
or 11), thenfo = 1. c4 shows that if (XA = 01 or 10) and
A2 = 11, thenf0 =fi = 1. -C7 shows that if (X1 = 00 or 11)
and (X2 = 00, 01, or 10), then Ii = 1. c8 shows that
if (Xl = 00, 01, 10, or 11) and (X2 = OOor I1) thenf2 = 1.
No other input combination makes fo or fi or 12 equal
to one. (Q.E.D.)

4) In order to realizefofj,f2,flo,f, andf2 at the same time,
all 8 cubes are sufficient.

Proof: Theorem 2. 1. (Q. E.D.)
From 1)-4), we can see as follows.
Proposition 4.1: The number of products which is suf-

ficient to realize a set of functions is equal to the number of
cubes which have l's in the corresponding outputs in RD.

Definition 4.3: An assignment vector v = (it, VI, v.-.,)

XI X2 fo fl- f2 fo fi f2

9D (Xl X2,**.* , Xn, Y) =

deD
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is a binary vector which denotes the output phase assignment
u = (f%of,° 1 fmmy1) where

if v= I

if vi = 0
andj = O,1, ,m - 1.

From Proposition 4.1 and Definition 4.3, we can formu-
late the near-optimal 'output phase assignment problem
as follows.
Problem 4.1: Let ID be a minimum sum-of-products ex-

pression for FD, v be an assignment vector, and i be a set
of the cubes of R3 which have 1 's in the corresponding output
of F'. Find a vector v which makes t(;D*) minimum.
When m (the number of output functions) is small, then we

can solve Problem 4.1 by exhaustion. But when m is large,
we need an algorithmic way to solve it.

Note that only the output part of 3i; contains all the
information necessary to find an optimal solution for
Problem 4. 1.

Definition 4.4: Let 5;D be a minimal sum-of-products
expression for F.
An output matrix: G = {gij} for ?i is the output part of
X gij = 1 iff the jth output of the ith cube is one, and
gij = 0, otherwise.
Example 12: The output matrix G for 9D of Example 11

is

G

fo fl f2 fo fl f2

1 0 0 0 0 0-
0 1 0 1 0 0
010 000
1 00 0 1 0
00 1 000
0 0 0 1.0 0
000 0 1 0
00 0 0 0 1.

Pi

P2

P3

P4
P5

P6

P7
P8

(End of Example)

By using the output matrix, Problem 4.1 can be restated
as follows.
Problem 4.2: Let G = {gij} be an output matrix. Find an

assignment vector

'V = (,Vc ma

which makes

tfm-1 /~2m-1

VEVgii VjVV ij*Vj
i=1j=O j=m

minimum.

From here, we will consider a method to find an optimal
solution for Problem'4.2 by using covering expressions. By
inspecting the output matrix G of Example 12, we can see

as follows.
In order to realize each function, the following cubes are

necessary:

For fo,pi and p4: For fo ,P2 and P6:

For fl ,P2 and p3 : For f1 ,p4 and p7:
For f2, P5 : For f2,P8.

The above six statements can be combined into following
three statements.

In order to realize (fj or fj), (j = 0, 1, 2), the following
cubes are necessary:

For (fo orfo), (Pi and p4) or (P2 and P6):
For (fi ori), (P2 and p3) or (p4 and p7):

For (f2 orj2), p5 or P2-

From the above three statements, we have the following
statement. In order to realize (fo orfo) and (f, orf) and (f2 or
f2), we need {(Pi and p4) or (P2 and P6)1 and {(P2 and p3) or
(p4 and p7)} and {P5 or P81.
We can simply represent the condition by the following

expression:

fo O fi fi f2 Af
A A A\ A I

Q = (PI *P4 V P2 'P6) *(P2 *P3 VP4 *P7) *(p V P8)

This is called a covering expression, which will be formally
defined in Definition 4.5. If we realize (fo, fi, f2), we need
(PI * P4)*(P2 *P3) *P5 =PI P2 *Jp3 *p4 *p5, i.e., the prod-
uct of the three first terms in the parenthesis of the expres-
sion. In this case, we need five cubes. Ifwe realize (fo, 13, f2),
we need (PiIJ-P4) . (pA *P7) . (P) = P'I'4pi 5p P7, i.e., the
product of the first, the second, and the first terms in the
parenthesis of the expression. In this case, we need four
products. For other output phase assignments, we can obtain
the number of cubes in a similar way. It is easy to see that by
expanding Q into sum-of-products expression, we can obtain
the number of cubes necessary to realize for all possible
output phase assignments. Table V shows the nunmber of
cubes which are sufficient to realize for each output phase
assignment.

Definition 4.5: Let G be an output matrix. A covering
expression Q of G = {gij} is

m-1 ftA.

Q(P1,P2, p,P) = A A (pi v ii)}
j=Q i=lI

V {tA(Pi V gi+jm)}]

where t is the number of rows in G.
Example 13: The covering function ofG in Example 12 is

Q(pi,P2, ' P8) = (pi P4 V p2 ' P6) * (P2 * P3 V P4 * P7)
(P5 V P8) PI" P2 'P3 P4 'P5 V PI 'P2 -P3 'P4 'P8 V PI1

P4 Ps P7 V PI P4 P7 P8 V P2 P3 P5 P6 V P2 P3

P6 *P8 V P2 *P4 'P5 *P6 *P7 V P2 *P4 *P6 *P7 *P8
(End of Example)
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C. Output Phase Optimization Algorithm

Algorithm 4.1 (near-optimal output phase assignment):
1) Obtain the double-phase characteristic function FD, and

minimize it.
2) Obtain the output matrix G.
3) Obtain a (near-) optimal assignment vector v for G as

follows.
Let m be the number of outputs.
When m ' 10., obtain v by expanding covering expres-

sion.
When 10 < m < 30, obtain v by a branch and bound

method.
(See Algorithm A. 1 and Example A. 1 in Appendix A.)
When m -' 30, obtain v by a heuristic method which

produces a near-optimal solution. (See Algorithm A.2 and
Example A.2 in Appendix A.)

4) Fv = (f0vo,fvl, jmv,rn) is a (near-) optimal output
phase assignment.

5) Let s be the number of terms to realize F'.
Theorem 4.1: Multiple-output function F" =

(fo fyi,.'*, fm..9) can be realized with at most s products,
where v and s are obtained in Algorithm 4.1.

Proof: Clear from the explanation after Example 11.
(Q.E.D.)

Example 14: In Example 13, the product term P2P3P5P6
has four letters and it is minimum. The double-phase charac-
teristic function corresponding to P2P3P5P6 is

11011010-010100-
1001- 0001-010000
1111,- 0110 001000
1000- 111 -000100

Thus, F" can be realized with at most four terms and the
assignment vector for it is v = (0, 1, 1).

Obtained output phase assignment is (fo, fi, f2).
The characteristic function for (fo, fi, f2) is

[110-1110-1101

v= 1001-0001-010
1111-0110-001
L1ooo- 1111 - 100I

Fig. 9 shows the realization of ADR2. (End of Example)

D. Functions with Don't Cares

For the functions with don't cares, step 1) of Algo-
rithm 4.1 should be modified as follows.

1) Obtain the double-phase characteristic function FD and
double-phase don't care characteristic function HD
(Definition 4.6). Minimize FD by using HD.
Definition 4.6: Let a set of m binary functions

hj: Xn7,pi- B(j = 0, 1, ,m - 1) denote the un-
specified part of the functions; i.e., jth function is undefined
iffh1 = 1. A double-phase don't care characteristicfunction
is defined as

n

HD: X Pi X MD -> B
i=l

where

HD (X1IX2, . . .Xj)

'hj(XI,X2, * Xn)
whenj = 0, 1, *,or m - 1.

hj-m(XI,X2, Xn)
whenj=m,m + 1, ,2m - 1.

Example 15: Consider the following 3-input 3-output
function with don't cares:

10-10-10-100-
10-10-01-100
10-01-10-011

F = 10-01-01-101
01-10-10-011
01-10-01-110
01-01-10-001

10-10-01-011
10-01-01-011

DC = 01-10-10-100
01-10-01-001
1 ue-01-01-1 1 1

1) The double-phase characteristic functions are

FD =

- 10-10-10-100000-
10-10-01-100000
10-01-10-011000
10-01-01-101000
01-10-10-011000
01-10-01-110000
01-01-10-001000
10-10-10-000011
10-10-01-000011
10-01-10-000100
10-01-01-000010
01-10-10-000100
01-01-01-000111
.01-01-10-0001 10

-10-10-01-011011-

10-01-01-0 10 1
HD = 01-10-10-100100

01-10-01-001001
L01-01-01-1111111

Note that the output part of HD is doubled by the simple
concatenation of the copy.

2) FD is minimized to SD

r 11-11-01-1010001
10-01-11-100011

= 01-10-11-011000
10-01-10-011100

L0i-01-11-00iii0J
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Fig. 9. PLA for ADR2 (output phase optimized).

3) The output matrix for JD is

101000- PI

100011 P2

G = 01 1000 P3

011100 P4
001l10j ps

4) The covering expression is

Q (P1,P2,P3,P4,P5)
= (P1 'P2 VP4 'P5) * (P3 *P4 VP2 'P5)

(P1 'P3 'P4 'P5VP2)
- PI 'P2 'P3 'P4 P5 VPI 'P2 'P3 'P4

VPI 'P2 'P3 'P4 'P5 VPI 'P2 'P5

VP1 'P3 'P4 'P5 V P2 'P3 'P4 'P5

V PI 'P2 'P3 'P4 P5 V P2 'fP4 'P5.

5) The product Pi * P2 * PS has three letters. The double-
phase characteristic function corresponding to Pi *P2 ps is

[11-11-01-1010001

=;* 10-10-11-100011

01-01-11-001110

6) The assignment vector is v = (1, 0, 0).
7) The obtained output phase is (fo, fi,f2).

(End of Example)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Assignment ofInput Variables and Output Phase
Optimization

Table VI shows the number of columns of PLA's for
arithmetic functions. For example, the third row shows the
number of columns for 3-bit adders. It is a 6-input 4-output
function, and originally has 63 product terms. For the two-
level PLA, it requires 31 columns when the output phase is

trivial, and 25 columns when the output phase is near-
optimal. For the PLA's with two-bit decoders, it requires
23 columns when the assignment of the input variables to
the decoders is trivial, ten columns when the assignment is
near-optimal, and eight columns when both the assignment of
the input variables and output phase are near-optimal.
From Table VI, we can see that PLA's with two-bit decod-

ers are, on the average, 15 percent smaller than two-level
PLA's when the assignments of the input variables are trivial,
and 30 percent smaller when the assignments of the input
variables are near-optimal. The output phase optimized
PLA's are, on the average, 10 percent smaller than output
phase trivial ones.

Table VII shows the number of columns for control circuit
for microprocessors. In this case, PLA's with two-bit decod-
ers are, on the average, 10 percent smaller than two-level
PLA's when the assignments of the input variables are trivial,
and 20 percent smaller when the assignments of the input
variables are near-optimal. However, the output phase opti-
mization reduced sizes only 3-6 percent.

Note that the size for the logarithm function (n = 6) for
Table VI is worse than expected. This is due to the heuristics
used in Algorithm 3.1 and the minimization algorithm
MINIII. This shows that the heuristics or MINIII are not
perfect, but they usually produce good solutions in a reason-
able time.

Incidentally, for randomly generated functions of eight-
variables (d = 40 percent; the number of the minterms is, on
the average, 102.4), PLA's with two-bit decoders are, on the
average, 24 percent smaller than two-level PLA's when the
assignments of the input variables are trivial, and 32 percent
smaller when the assignments of the input variable are
optimal [14]. In this case, the optimal input variable assign-
ments were obtained by exhaustion. There are 105 different
ways for partitioning eight-input variables into four groups.
We minimized 105 different expressions for each functions.
Minimization of the expressions was done by using Quine-
McCluskey method which -obtains absolute minimum
solutions.

B. Minimization Program

A PLA minimization program MINI [4] have been en-
hanced for the new system. The new program MINI II has the
following features.

1) It uses a fast recursive complementation algorithm [20]
instead of the disjoint sharp algorithm [4].

2) It detects all the essential prime implicants without
generating all the prime implicants (algorithm is shown in
Appendix B).

3) It has a special slim operation which will reduce the
connections of both the AND and the OR array. This operation
is vitally important for both the input variable assignment and
the output phase optimization.

4) It is about 4-10 times faster than original MINI.
The numbers in the parenthesis in Tables VI and VII show

the number of essential prime implicants. In the case of
the control circuits, more than a half of the prime implicants
in the solutions were essential in most cases. This fact
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considerably speeds up the minimization process for the
control PLA's.

C. Computation Time

All the programs are written in APL and run on IBM 3081k
with 2 Mbytes of storage. Computation time depends on the
size of the problem. For example, the 4-bit multiplier took
about 3 min to obtain a PLA with near-optimal input
assignment (89 products), and an additional 3 min to obtain
a PLA with output phase near-optimal (80 products). In this
case, almost all the computation time were spent for
minimizing logic expressions.

VII. CONCLUSION

Sixteen control circuits and 12 arithmetic functions were
minimized under five conditions.

1) When the assignment of the input variables to the decod-
ers were not considered, PLA's with two-bit decoders were,
on the average, 12 percent smaller than two-level PLA's.

2) When the assignment of the input variables to the
decoders were near-optimal, PLA's with two-bit decoders
Were, on the average, 25 percent smaller than two-level
PLA' S.

3) In the control circuits, more than half of the prime
implicants in the solutions were essential in most cases.
Thus, the detection of the essential prime implicants seems to
be useful for these kind of problems.

4) In the arithmetic functions, the output phase near-
optimized PLA's were, on the average, 10 percent smaller
than nonoptimized ones.
The number of the columns for n-bit adders is obtained as

follows:

6 * 2n - 4n - 5 for two-level PLA' s.

n+ 1 for. PLA's with two-bit decoders.

APPENDIX A
NEAR-OPTIMAL OUTPUT PHASE ASSIGNMENT

Algorithm A.J (Optimal assignment for G):
1) Let 2m be the number of columns of G. Ifm . 10, then

obtain v by exhaustion (using covering expression).
2) If G has a row with all 0's, delete it from G.
3) If G has a column with all 0's, then let it be I 1, and do

step 6) and Stop.
4) (When we can select a column without loosing the op-

timality, select it.) Let AG[i] denote the sum of the ith
column of G (i = 0, 1, ,2m - 1). If the row(s) which
have 1's in the 1th column, have singleton 1 in the row(s),
and if the row(s) which have l's in the I2th column have
singleton 1 in the row(s), where I2 = II + m (mod 2m),
then select either I I or I2, which has smallerAG [I] . Let it be
I 1. Do step 6) and then Stop. (For example, we can arbitrary
choose eitherf2 orf2, in Example 12.)

5) (Branching) Find i such that the difference of AG[i]
and AG[i + m] is maximum, where 0 ' i < m - 1. If
AG [i] AG [i + m] then I1 = i: (choose to realize f).

If AG[i} > AG[i + m] then I1 = i + m: (choose to
realizef).

6) (Obtain the solution which includes 11).
6.1) Reduce G by deleting the rows which have l's in

the I Ith column. Then, reduce G by deleting 1th and l2th
columns, where I2 = I1 + m (mod 2m).

6.2) Let GI be the reduced matrix. Find the optimal
assignment by using this algorithm.

7) Let COST1 be the number of cubes to realize function
by using the optimal assignment vector of GI.

8) (Bounding) By using Algorithm A.2, obtain LB, the
lower bounds on the number of cubes to realize functions in
G when we select 12 instead of I1. If LB .> COST1 then
choose I 1 and Stop.

9) (Obtain the solution which includes I 2) Let COST2 be
the number of cubes to realize the function in G when we select
I2 instead of IL. If COST1 > COST2 then choose the solution
which include 12 and Stop. Otherwise, choose the other solu-
tion obtained by step 6), and then Stop.
Example A.]: Consider the output matrix G in

Example 11.
1) This step is skipped for illustration.
2) There is no row with all 0's.
3) There is no column with all 0's.
4) AG = [2 2 1 2 2 l],m = 3. LetIl = 2, and

I2 = 5. Rows p5 and P8 have singleton l's. Because
AG[2] AG[5], we can arbitrary choose II = 2, which
means we choose to realize f2. Then, we will do step 6).
Reduced matrix is

0 1 3 4

0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0

Gl= 1 0 0 1
O 0 1 0

LO O 0 O1

1) Now we are going to obtain an optimal assignment
for G 1.

2) The last row is all 0's, so delete it.

G1 =

0 1 3 4

1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1
O 0 1 0
O0 0 1.

3) There is no column with all 0's.
4) AG =[2 2 2 2].
5) We can arbitrarily choosel1 = 0 (choose to realizefo).
6) Reduced matrix is
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1 4

G2-1~ 0

1) Now, we are going to obtain an optimal assignment for
G2.

2)

G2= I o

3) There is no column with all 0's.
4) AG2 = [2 1]. We select the second column, i.e.,

I1-4 and I2 = 1 (choose to realizef,).
7) Obtained assignment is (foflf2). COSTI = 4.
8) If we select I2 = 3 instead of I1 = 0 (i.e., if we

choose to realize fo), the reduced matrix is

G2= 0 1

LO IJ

In Algorithm A. 2
1) AG = [1 2]
2) Lower bound on the cost of G 2 is 1.

8) LB = 1 + 2 + 1 = 4. Because COST1 = LB,
(fo, fl, f2) is an optimal assignment. (End of Example)
Algorithm A.2 (Lower bound on the cost of G):
1) Let AG[i] be the sum of ith column. (i = 0,

1, - ,2m -1).
2) If m = 1 then LB = min {AG[i], AG[m + 1]} and

Stop.
3) If m > 2, then let II be the argument which

makes min{AG[i],AG[i + m]} maximum, where i =
0, 1,.*.*, m - 1. Reduce G by deleting the rows which have
l's in the IIth or I2th columns, where 12 = II + m
(mod 2m). Then, reduce G by deleting I1th and I2th
columns. Let G 1 be the reduced matrix. Find the lower bound
on the cost of G 1 by using this algorithm. Let it be LB 1. Let
LB = LB1 + max{fi min {AG[i],AG[i + m]}. Stop.

Example A.2: Let us obtain a lower bound on the cost of
G in Example 12 by using Algorithm A.2.

1) AG =[2 2 1 2 2 1].
2) I1 = 0 (1st column). Reduced matrix G 1 is

1 2 4 5

I 0 0 0

G1=0 0 1 0

,0 0 0' 1

3) Now, we will obtain the lower bound on the cost of G 1.

1) AG1 = [1 1 1].
2) II = 1 (choose 1st column).
3) Reduced matrix G2 is

2 5

G2 = 0]

The lower bound on the cost of G 2 is LB 2 = 1. The lower
bound on the 'cost of G I is LB I = 1 + 1 = 2. Hence, the
lower bound on the cost of G is LB = 2 + 2 = 4.

(End of Example)
Algorithm A.3 (near-optimal assignmentfor G):
1) If the number of columns of G is smaller than 20,

obtain v by exhaustion.
2) If G has a row with all 0's, delete the row from G.
3) Let WG[i] denote the number of l's in ith row

(i = 1, 2, ..* , t). Let AG[j] = EiG[i,j]/WG[i].
4) FindJ such thatAG [J] is minimum. If 0 ' J ' m - 1

then choose to realizef . If m ' J -' 2m - 1 then choose to
realize f .

5) Let I 1 = J. Do step 6.1) of Algorithm A. 1.
6) Let G 1 be the reduced matrix. Apply this algorithm

for G 1.
Example A.3: Let us obtain a near-optimal assignment for

G of Example 12 by Algorithm A. 3.
1) This step will be skipped for illustration.
2) There is no row with all 0's.
3) WG = [1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1]

0 1 2 3 4

AG = [1.5 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.5

4) J = 2 (choose to realize f2).
5) Reduced matrix is

G1 =

0 1 3 4

1 0 0 0.
0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1
O 0 1 0
0 0 0 1.

5

1.0]

6) Now, we will obtain a near-optimal assignment for G 1.
2) There is no row with all 0's.
3) WG = [1 2 1 2 1 1]

0 1 3 4

AG1 = [1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5]

4) J = 0 (choose to realize fo).
5) Reduced matrix is
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G2 =[ 1]

6)
2)

Now, we will obtain a near-optimal assignment for G 2.

G2[= I ]

3) WG2= [1 1 1]
AG2= [2 11

4) J = 4 (choose to realizefi). Hence, obtained assign-
ment is (fo, fi, f2). (End of Example)

APPENDIX B
DETECTION OF THE ESSENTIAL PRIME IMPLICANTS WITHour

GENERATING ALL THE PRIME IMPLICANrS

In this section, we will show a fast essential prime impli-
cant detection method without generating all the prime impli-
cants. Although this method cannot detect the secondary
essential prime implicants (prime implicants which corre-
spond to the secondary essential rows [25]; also called sec-
ondary extremals [7]), our experiments show that this
method is much faster than the local extraction algorithm
[21]. This algorithm is also faster than that of [19].

Definition A.]: A product P = Xs' * Xs** Xsn is called
an implicant ofF ifF is equal to one whenever P is equal to
one, and denoted by P S F. P is called a prime implicant of
F if P - F and Si (i = 1,2, * * ,n) are maximal. When
P - F, F is said to cover P.

Definition A.2: Let c be a cube of F, and let v be a min-
term of c. If the prime implicant which covers v is unique,
then c is an essentialprime implicant, and v is distinguished
minterm.

Definition A.3: A sum-of-products expression is said to
be minimum if it consists of the minimum number of prime
implicants.
Lemma A.1: A minimum sum-of-products expression for

F contains all the essential prime implicants of F, if any.
Definition A.4: Let cl and c2 be cubes where

cl =X1 X22... Xn and c2 =X1*X22.**XT,

A consensus of cl and c2 is
n=m

cons(cl, c2) = U XsnT . Xs2nT2... XUTi ... XXsnTn.
i=l

Definition A.5: Let c be a cube and 'S be an array.
A consensus of c and 'S is defined as cons(c,%) =

Uc,E( cons(c, ci).
Theorem A.]: Suppose that Yi, can be written as i= c V

%, where c is a prime implicant. Let WC = cons(c, G). If
c 4 We, then c is essential.

Proof: Let c be a prime implicant where c = Xs' -

X2. Xsn and c 4 We. Because c X, there exists

aminterm, v = X1 * X.2..Xe. X' such that v E c
where ai E Si (i = l, 2, * * *, n). Suppose that a prime
implicant c' which is different from c covers v, where

XTI= ...X2T2 .. Xkk. XTn. Because c n c' # 4 and
c ¢ c', we can assume that Tk -Sk $ , and that there
is a minterm in c' such that v' = * Xk *X
Xk'V+I ... Xa,, where bk E Tk -Sk.

Because v' (E c and v' E c', v' is a minterm of 'e. There-
fore, there exists a cube d in (f which contains v'. Let d =
X1f* XD2 . . . XDk . . X D,. Note that ai E Di (i = 1,
2,***,n,i # k) andbk E Dk. Consider a consensus of c and
d: hk = cons(c, d) D XS1nD1 . XS2nD2 . . . XSkUDK . . . XSnnDn
Because ai E s5 i Di (i * k) and ak E Sk U Dk, we have
v E hk.
However, this contradicts the hypothesis that v E c *

because hk -'w. Hence, the prime implicant which covers c
is unique. In other words, v is distinguished minterm and
c is an essential prime implicant. (Q.E.D.)
Example A.4: Consider an array consisting of prime

implicants

-01-01-1 10-
01- 10-0111
10-01-0111
10- 1-0001]

Cl

C2
C3

C4

Let us find the essential prime implicants of the array. i; is
written as 9 = cl V 11, where

Cl = {01-01-1110}

and

[01 10-01111

%1 = 10-01-0111
10-11-0001]

C2
C3

C4

First, make a consensus of cl and cS1.
[01- 11-01101

WIl cons(Ci, %1j) = [11_o1_o11o
=cnsc1%)- 11-01-0110]

Because cl *r XC1, cl is an essential prime implicant.
9; is written as i = c2 V 62 where

C2 = {01-10-0111}

and

[01-01-1110

2= 10-01-0111

L10-11-0001]

Cl

C3

C4

Similarly, make a consensus of c2 and (2

__F01- 11-01101
2==cons(C2,j62) = [11-10-0001]

Because c2 S XC2, C2 is not essential. Similarly, we can see
that neither C3 nor c4 are essential. (End of Example)

In Theorem A. 1, we have to check whether c X or
not. Checking it by the sharp operation [9] is quite time
consuming. To check it, we have developed special
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algorithms [20], [23], which are much faster than the sharp
operation.

APPENDIX C
COMPLEXITY OF ADDERS

In this section, we consider the number of columns ofPLA
with two-bit decoders for n-bit adders.

Let us design the following n-bit adder by using a PLA
with two-bit decoders:

Xn- I Xn-2 XI XO

+) Yn-I Yn-2 .Yi Yo
Zn Zn-I Zn-2 .z1 ZO (sum)

I CCn-2 .. cl co (carry)

Let the partition of the input variables be Xi = (xi, yj), where
(i = 0, 1,... ,n - 1). We have the following relations
where E denotes EXCLUSIVE OR. Note that xi e yi, xi D3Yi,
xi V Yi, and xi V 3i can be realized by single term using the
two-bit decoders.

Zi = (xi E yi) * ci-1 V (xi e i) *ci-

Ci = Xi Yi V (Xi V YT) Ci-

ci = xi Yi V (Xi V3¾) * Ci-i

Zn = Cn-i1

Let t(f) be the number of terms in the expression for f;
we have

t(zi) = t(Ci_l) + t(Ci-1)

t(ci) = 1 + t(ci-1),
t(Ci) = 1 + t(Ci-1).

and

Because t(co) = t(C0) = t(zo) = 1, we have

t(ci)= t(ci) = i + 1

t (zi) = 2i, where i = 1, 2,.*,n - 1.

Note that t(Zn) = t(Cn_-) = n. Let W be the number of
colum-ns for the PLA. Then,

n n-I

W = Et(zi) = 1 + , t(zi) + n = n2 + 1.
i=O i=1

If we realize (Zn, Zn-1, * * * ,zo) instead Of (Zn, Zn-1, ZO).
i.e., complement the most significant output, the size of the
PLA becomes smaller. Note that

Zn Cn-I = Xn-I Yn-I V (Xn-i e Yn-i) Cn-2

and

Zn-I (Xn-I D Yn-1) Cn-2 V (Xn-I e Yn-i) Cn-2 -

Zn and Zn- I share a term (Xn-i D Yn-l) * Cn-2. Therefore, we
have

n n-I
W = t(zi) = 1 + E t(Zi) + 1 = n2 - n + 2.

i=O i=l

TABLE VIII
NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF PLA's FOR n-BiT ADDERS

Two-level PLA

Output Phase Output Phase

Non - Optimized Optimized

Without

Carry Inputs 6.2"-4n-5 6.2 -4n-3
With

Carry Inputs 10.2"-4n-9

PLA with decoders

Output Phase Output Phase

Non - Optimized Optimized

Without Carry

(2,2,. , 2) n2 +1 n2-n+2
With Carry

2 2(2,2,. , 2,1) (n+ 1) n +n+I

With Carry

(2,2,., 2,3) n2 +1 n + 2

In a similar way, we obtain the size of the PLA's with
carry inputs, and that of two-level PLA's. The number of
columns which are sufficient to realize n-bit adders is sum-
marized in Table VIII. In Table VIII, the number in the
parenthesis shows the numbers of bits for each decoder.
(2, 2, 2,...*, 2, 1) shows that a 1-bit decoder is used for
the carry input, whereas (2, 2, 2, , 3) shows that a 3-bit
decoder is used for x0, yo, and the carry input.

Although the minimality of the number for two-level
PLA's in Table VIII has not been proved, the number is
conjectured to be minimal for arbitrary n. The minimality for
small n has been verified by using exhaustive methods. The
minimality for PLA's with two-bit decoders in Table VIII has
been proved [24].
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